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Abstract—Accurate timing characterization of flip-flops is critical for robust circuit design. Conventionally, setup time and
hold time are characterized independently, which results in pessimistic/optimistic designs. To reduce this pessimism/optimism, the
interdependency between setup/hold-time has to be taken into
account. Fast and accurate characterization of the setup/hold-time
interdependency is however a challenging task. In this paper, an
analytical model is proposed to capture the setup/hold-time interdependency in a conventional master-slave flip-flop. The accuracy of
the proposed model is ∼10X higher than the previously published
characterization methods. Furthermore, a flow is proposed to find
the parameters of the model with ∼2.5X shorter computation time
compared to the existing methods.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
As CMOS technology scales down, the uncertainty in the
specifications of integrated circuits (ICs) increases dramatically.
This uncertainty is attributed to different sources of variations,
such as process, environmental, and temporal variations. Another
main source of uncertainty in the design flow is the limited accuracy of the models that are used in design tools. Traditionally, IC
designers reserve significant margins in their designs to deal with
this uncertainty and guarantee the required design specifications,
e.g. by designing the circuits at the over-pessimistic worst-case
corners. The advantages of technology scaling however diminish
due to the large design margins. More accurate models in IC
design tools are therefore essential to reduce the design margins
as well as to benefit from technology scaling.
In static timing analysis (STA), which is the standard approach
for timing closure, the circuit timing is analyzed by checking if
timing constraints are violated at any sequential element. Flipflops are the most commonly used sequential elements. A flipflop captures its input data only if there is compliance with
its timing constraints. The timing constraints of a flip-flop are
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). According to the definitions, setup (hold)
skew is the time difference between the change of the data before
(after) the clock capturing edge. As the setup skew and/or hold
skew decreases, the clock-to-q delay of the flip-flop increases.
The minimum allowed skews are defined based on an upper
boundary for the clock-to-q delay. Based on the definitions, setup
time is the minimum allowed setup skew, i.e. the minimum time
that the data is allowed to arrive before the clock capturing edge.
Similarly, hold time is the minimum allowed hold skew, i.e. the
minimum time that the data should be stable after the clock
capturing edge. Depending on the setup/hold-skew values, the
flip-flop either captures the input data or has a timing violation.
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Fig. 1. Representation of setup time and hold time, (a) by using the waveform,
and (b) in the setup-hold skew space.

The setup/hold-skew space is therefore divided into the capturing
and violation regions (see Fig. 1(b)). In fact, all the points that
are on the boundary between the capturing and the violation
regions are valid setup time and hold time pairs. As illustrated
with the blue curve in Fig. 1(b), the actual value of hold time
(setup time) increases by decreasing the setup skew (hold skew).
This is called the interdependency between the setup time and
hold time of flip-flops [1], [2], [3]. Traditionally, setup time
and hold time are characterized independently. The independent
characterization methods result in constant setup (hold) time that
are independent of hold (setup) skew. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
the independently characterized setup/hold-time are either larger
(the green curve) or smaller (the red curve) than the actual
values. A design which is based on larger/smaller than actual
setup/hold-time is either pessimistic or optimistic. Therefore,
employing more accurate setup/hold-time by considering their
interdependency results in a design that is less pessimistic or
optimistic.
The setup/hold-time interdependency has been considered in
the literature to improve the accuracy of STA (e.g. see [3],

[4], [5], [6]). However, characterizing the interdependency curve
is an extremely computation intensive task. In this paper, we
introduce an analytical model for the setup/hold-time interdependency of conventional master-slave flip-flops. The model has
the following advantages:
• The proposed model is highly accurate in a wide range
of input slopes and requires ∼2.5X shorter characterization
time compared to the state-of-the-art setup/hold-time interdependency characterization methods for the same level of
accuracy.
• The analytical form of the model, which is based on circuit
level paramters rather than empirical form, is essential
to improve the accuracy and computation efficiency of
setup/hold-time interdependency based STA frameworks.
• The model characterization flow is less complex to implement compared to the state-of-the-art setup/hold-time
interdependency characterization methods.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the preliminaries and related works are reviewed. The proposed analytical
model for setup/hold-time interdependency is introduced in Section III. The model parameter characterization flow is explained
in Section IV. In Section V, experimental results are provided
for the accuracy, speed, and application of the proposed model.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES AND R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, the flip-flop timing definitions are introduced to
identify the setup/hold-time interdependency. The importance of
considering this interdependency in STA as well as the state-ofthe-art characterization methods in related works are reviewed.
The input data of a flip-flop should be stable sufficiently long
before and after the clock capturing edge at the flip-flop. The
longest path and the shortest path that end into a flip-flop can
cause timing violation by violating the aforementioned criteria.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the longest path and the shortest path
include clock buffers, flip-flops (the source flip-flops and the
destination flip-flop), and combinational logic. The waveforms
at the destination flip-flops are shown in Fig. 2(b). The delay of
the longest path dlp (shortest path dsp ) determines for how long
before (after) the clock capturing edge the data has to be stable.
Therefore, the setup skew dss and hold skew dhs are
dss = T − dlp ,

(1)

dhs = dsp ,

(2)

and
where T is the clock period. Therefore, the flip-flop input data
is a pulse that is stable for dss before the CK capturing edge,
and remains stable for dhs after the CK capturing edge, with a
width
WD = dss + dhs .
(3)
If the input data changes close to the clock capturing edge
(i.e. small dss and/or dhs ), the flip-flop delay from its clock
input to its data output dcq increases, i.e. the flip-flop enters
into metastability. In extreme case where dss and/or dhs are too
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Fig. 2. The shortest and longest paths in a circuit. (a) Circuit representation,
and (b) waveforms at the destination flip-flop.

small, input data is not captured by the flip-flop. To guarantee
the capturing of input data, the minimum allowed dss and dhs
are specified as the timing constraints of flip-flops. The former
is the setup time dst , while the latter is the hold time dht of
flip-flop. The definition of dst and dht are based on a specific
criteria on dcq increase (e.g. 10%) compared to dcq when dss and
dhs are sufficiently large. Traditionally, dst and dht are found
by sweeping the corresponding skew while the counterpart skew
is fixed. dst and dht are stored in timing libraries to be used
in STA. STA reports setup (hold) slack for all flip-flops as the
difference between dss (dhs ) and dst (dht ) at each flip-flop.
Due to the combined effect of dhs and dss on dcq increase,
dst and dht are interdependent. This interdependency has been
used to improve the accuracy of STA. The initial works on
this subject are done by Salman et al. [1], [4], [7]. In [4],
the uncertainty in the critical path (that determines the setup
time requirement) and the shortest path (that determines the
hold time requirement) of a 90nm design is reduced by 100%
and 50%, respectively. Chen et al. propose an iterative timing
analysis framework that considers the interdependency between
the setup/hold-time and could reduce the clock period by up
to 4.9% for a 90nm circuit [5]. In [3], Kahng et al. improve
the work of Chen et al. in [5] by performing a path based
STA and linear programming based optimization to find the best
combination of flip-flop timing specifications in the circuit. The
critical path slack is increased by up to 130ps for a variety of
65nm test circuits. Seo et al. propose a method to optimize
clock skew using setup/hold-time interdependency, shortening
the clock periods of various circuits by 4.2% on average [6]. For
all of these methods, a relationship between the setup time and
hold time of each flip-flop is required. Obtaining this relationship
is a computationally expensive task.
There are efforts to characterize the interdependency between
dst and dht efficiently. The characterization methods in [1] and
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Fig. 3. A master-slave flip-flop. (a) The circuit schematic. (b) The input D and
the middle point m pulses generated according to the shortest and longest paths
for capturing a rising input.

[5] are based on generating dcq surface as a function of dss and
dhs . The setup/hold-time interdependency curve is then approximated considering the intersection of dcq surface and the constant
dcq constraint. In [5] the relationship between setup/hold-time
is obtained from an empirical model for clock-to-q delay as a
function of setup/hold-skew. However, it is observed in [5] that
obtaining the parameters of the model is computationally expensive. Instead of generating the setup/hold-time interdependency
curve from the dcq surface, which is a time-consuming bruteforce method, the curve is characterized directly in [2] and [8].
The characterization is accelerated in those works. In [2], the
characterization is accelerated by increasing the convergence rate
in a sufficiently narrow interval. In [8], the effort is limiting
the search range based on a heuristic slope estimation for
the seeking curve. Having some points on the setup/hold-time
interdependency curve, piecewise linear approximation is used
to compose the curve. The accuracy of these characterization
methods increases by identifying more setup/hold-time pairs
with increased characterization time. Despite all these efforts,
an analytical model is required to increase the accuracy and
computation efficiency of setup/hold-time interdependency based
STA frameworks [3], [4]. We therefore propose an analytical
model with higher accuracy and shorter characterization time
compared to the existing piecewise linear approximations in this
paper.
III. T HE P ROPOSED M ODEL FOR S ETUP /H OLD -T IME
I NTERDEPENDENCY
In this section, the proposed model for setup/hold-time interdependency is introduced. The model equations are derived
based on circuit level parameters, specifically the voltage of an
internal node in the flip-flop. The most commonly used masterslave flip-flop is shown in Fig. 3(a). Consider the CK-to-Q path
of the flip-flop,
dcq = dCKI + dmQ ,

(4)

where dCKI is the delay from the CK capturing edge till when the
slave latch becomes transparent. dmQ is the delay of the slave
latch from the start of transparency to the switching of the flipflop output. In (4), dCKI does not depend on the arrival time of
the input data. On the other hand, a small setup skew dss and/or
hold skew dhs lowers down the effective voltage driving the slave
latch at the onset of transparency (Vm,eff ), thereby increasing
dmQ . By using the RC delay model in [9],
kVDD
,
(5)
dmQ ≈
(Vm,eff − VT H,eff )α
where k and α are technology and sizing dependent parameters.
VT H,eff is the effective threshold voltage of the corresponding
transistors. If dhs and dss are sufficiently large, Vm is settled to
0 or VDD at the onset of the slave latch transparency. In this case,
dcq is minimized by being driven with the maximum effort, i.e.
Vm,eff is maximized. The minimum dcq is called the clock-to-q
contamination delay dccq . As mentioned before, dcq increases
when the flip-flop enters into metastability due to a small dss
and/or dhs . The upper bound for dcq , which is called the clockto-q propagation delay dpcq , is normally chosen to be 10% longer
than dccq . According to (4) and (5) the lower boundary for Vm,eff
is therefore
! kVDD
1/α
Vm,eff,L = VT H,eff +
.
(6)
dpcq − dCKI
The interdependent setup/hold-time values are dss and dhs pairs
that make dcq = dpcq , thereby Vm,eff = Vm,eff,L . Therefore,
the setup/hold-time interdependency curve can be modeled by
having Vm,eff as a function of dss and dhs .
Without loss of generality, consider the rise capturing waveforms shown in Fig. 3(b). As discussed in Section II, due to the
delay requirements for the shortest and the longest paths in the
combinational logics (see Fig. 2(a)), the capturing data is a pulse
at the input of the flip-flop (see Fig. 2(b)). An approximation
for Vm,eff is Vm at time tCKI = tCK + dCKI where tCK is the
capturing edge of the CK signal. Vm at t = tCKI determines
the effective voltage that drives the slave latch, i.e. Vm,eff . A
reshaped version of the input data pulse (i.e. with changed pulse
width and slopes) appears at m if the master latch is transparent
to the input. Although Vm settles to VDD or 0 after tCKI , since
tCKI is the end of transparency of the master latch, it is assumed
that the reshaped version of the input pulse is observable at node
m, while this is not the case for t > tCKI as shown in Fig. 3(b)
with dashed lines. A pulse can be modeled as the sum of two
exponential terms where its rise and fall times depend on the
corresponding time constants. Without loss of generality, in a
as
rise capturing scenario, Vm is modeled for Vm ≥ VDD
2
VDD
tss,m − t
)[exp
2
τr
ths,m − t
+ exp
] for t ≤ tCKI ,
τf

Vm =VDD − (

(7)

where
tCKI = tCK + dCKI ,
tss,m = tss + dDm,r ,
ths,m = ths + dDm,f .

(8)

In the above equations, tss = tCK − dss and ths = tCK + dhs
as shown in Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, dDm,r and dDm,f are the
rising and falling delays from D to m, respectively. According
to (7) and (8),
Vm,eff = Vm (t = tCKI ) =
VDD
dhs0 − dhs
dss0 − dss
+ exp
]
)[exp
VDD − (
2
τr
τf
for dss0 < dss and dhs0 < dhs ,

(9)

where τr and τf are time constants. According to (8),
dss0 = tss,m − tCKI + dss = dDm,r − dCKI ,
dhs0 = tCKI − ths,m + dhs = dCKI − dDm,f .

(10)

Note that dss0 (dhs0 ) is the lower boundary of dst (dht ) for
Vm,eff > VDD
2 , assuming dhs (dss ) is sufficiently large. The
model in (9) expresses Vm,eff as a function of the input skews dss
and dhs . Given the lower boundary of Vm,eff in (6), setup/holdtime interdependency is obtained from (9) as
dst,L − dss
)
τss
for dss > dss,minW ,
dht,L − dhs
= dst,L −τss ln(1 − exp
)
τhs
for dhs > dhs,minW ,

dht = dht,L −τhs ln(1 − exp

dst

(11)

where τss and τhs are the setup and hold time constants,
respectively. The parameters dst,L and dht,L in (9) are the
independently characterized dst and dht when dhs and dss
are sufficiently large, respectively. Furthermore, dst,minW and
dht,minW are the corresponding input skews for the minimum
input capturing pulse width based on (3) and (11)
∂WD
= 0 ⇒ dss,minW = dst,L + τss ln(1 +
dss
∂WD
= 0 ⇒ dhs,minW = dht,L + τhs ln(1 +
dhs

τhs
),
τss
τss
).
τhs

(12)

Note that due to the form of the equations, the lower boundary
of the skews in the model is chosen to be the corresponding
input skews for the minimum capturing input pulse width.
IV. C HARACTERIZATION F LOW FOR S ETUP /H OLD -T IME
I NTERDEPENDENCY
In this section, a flow is introduced to find the parameters of
the model in (11)
• dst,L : independently characterized dst at large dhs ,
• dht,L : independently characterized dht at large dss ,
• τss : setup time constant, and
• τhs : hold time constant.
The proposed flow is shown in Algorithm 1. The parameters
dst,L and dht,L are characterized by using an independent
characterization method. For example, dst,L is characterized
using binary search to find dss that makes dcq = dpcq , assuming
large dhs (e.g. half of the clock period). Two other model
parameters to be characterized are the time constants τss and
τhs . The lower boundaries of the time constants τss,L and τhs,L

are found by performing an initial SPICE level simulation. In
the initial simulation, a sufficiently wide pulse (e.g. a third of
the clock period) is applied to the input of the flip-flop during
the low phase of the CK signal. The slopes of the transferred
pulse to node m are then calculated to find the initial values
trhs
ss
for the time constants τss,L = tr
ln 5 and τhs,L = ln 5 , where
trss and trhs are the corresponding transition time from 50% to
90% of the voltage change at node m. Since the effect of switch
current induced on node m is not considered in this simulation,
the calculated time constant is lower than the actual one in Vm,eff .
Therefore, the initial values obtained for the time constants are
lower than the actual ones. Employing the lower than actual time
constants in (9) results in a curve that is steeper than the actual
curve (see Fig. 4). To find more accurate estimations for τss and
τhs , the inverse of (9) is used for the points near the dss and dhs
pair corresponding to the minimum capturing input pulse width.
Algorithm 1 The flow of extracting the model parameters.
1: procedure M ODEL PARAMETERS E XTRACTION
2:
dst,L ← characterize dst at large dhs
dht,L ← characterize dht at large dss
3:
τss,L , τhs,L ← result of initial simulation
4:
τ
)
5:
Dst [1] = dst,L + τss,L ln(1 + τhs,L
ss,L
6:
Dht [1] ← characterize dht at dss = Dst [1]
τss,L
7:
Dht [2] = dht,L + τhs,L ln(1 + τhs,L
)
8:
Dst [2] ← characterize dst at dhs = Dht [2]
τ
)
9:
Dst [3] = dst,L + 2 × τss,L ln(1 + τhs,L
ss,L
10:
Dht [3] ← characterize dht at dss = Dst [3]
τss,L
11:
Dht [4] = dht,L + 2 × τhs,L ln(1 + τhs,L
)
12:
Dst [4] ← characterize dst at dhs = Dht [4]
13:
DSst = sort Dst from low to high
14:
DSht = sort Dht from low to high
15:
R = (DSht [1] − DSht [4])/(DSst [1] − DSst [4])
16:
τss = τss,L
etau = −1
17:
18:
while etau 6= 0 do
19:
τss,prev = τss
τhs = R × τss
20:
C = 1 + exp((DSht [1] − DSht [4])/τhs )
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

DSst [1]−DSst [2]
τss = ln(C−exp((DS
ht [1]−DSht [3])/τhs ))
τhs = R × τss
C = 1 + exp((DSht [1] − DSht [4])/τhs )
DSst [1]−DSst [3]
τss = ln(C−exp((DS
ht [1]−DSht [2])/τhs ))
etau = τss − τss,prev
end while
return dst,L , dht,L , τss , τhs
end procedure

Due to the symmetric form of the setup/hold-time interdependency curve, the skews extracted from the following equations
with i = 1 are close to the dss and dhs pair corresponding to
the minimum capturing input pulse width
τhs,L
dss,i = dst,L + i × τss,L ln(1 +
),
(13)
τss,L
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The corresponding dst and dht are extracted using an independent characterization method. The obtained pairs are illustrated
in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the skews obtained at i = 2 in (14) and
the corresponding setup/hold-time are used as two other pairs
which are close to the minimum capturing input pulse width dss
and dhs pair.
The extracted pairs are then sorted in DSht and DSst to
find the bounding pairs, i.e. the pairs indexed with 1 and 4.
The remaining pairs (i.e. indexed with 2 and 3) are the middle
pairs. Note that since the setup/hold-time interdependency is a
monotonically decreasing function, the ith element in DSst is
the pair of the element number (4 − i) in DSht on the curve.
According to (9), the interdependency curve that crosses the
boundary pairs is
DSht [1] − dhs
),
τhs
C =1 + exp((DSht [1] − DSht [4])/τhs ),

6
×10 -11

(b)

Fig. 5. The setup/hold-time interdependency curve for data and clock input
slopes of 50ps at (a) slow corner (Process:SS, VDD =0.99V , T=125◦ C) and (b)
fast corner (Process:FF, VDD =1.21V , T=0◦ C)
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τhs =τss (DSht [1] − DSht [4])/(DSst [1] − DSst [4]).
Finally, the middle points are employed to find τhs and τss
iteratively, as shown by the while loop in Algorithm 1.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, the accuracy and computation efficiency of the
proposed model are assessed in comparison to the state-of-thearts. The model is then employed to identify the critical flip-flops
of an ARM Cortex M0 processor considering the setup/holdtime interdependency. The results in this section are obtained
by performing SPICE simulations using Cadence Spectre with
standard threshold voltage transistors of an industrial 40nm
CMOS technology. The ARM Cortex M0 is synthesized, placed,
and routed in the same 40nm CMOS technology using Cadence
tools.
A. The Accuracy and Computation Efficiency of The Proposed
Model
In conventional standard cell libraries, the setup/hold-time of
flip-flops are characterized for different combinations of input
slopes, i.e. the slopes of the clock input (CK) and the data input
(D). The setup/hold-time interdependency curves for the slow

TABLE I
T HE MAXIMUM ERROR OF MODEL AT DIFFERENT CORNERS RELATIVE TO
INPUT SLOPE FOR INPUT SLOPES RANGING FROM 10 PS TO 100 PS
Process
FF
FF
FF
SS
SS
SS

VDD
1.21 V
1.21 V
1.21 V
0.99 V
0.99 V
0.99 V

T
−40◦ C
0◦ C
125◦ C
−40◦ C
0◦ C
125◦ C

Setup Time (%)
6.68
6.44
5.12
7.18
7.48
7.44

Hold Time (%)
3.68
3.45
2.45
6.06
5.88
5.28

and fast corners according to timing library and with the average
input slope (50ps) according to the STA report of the Cortex M0
are illustrated in Fig. 5.
To assess the accuracy of the proposed model, the relative
value of the maximum error (i.e. pessimism/optimism) with the
proposed model at different corners of the timing library for
different input slope combinations in the range of 10ps to 100ps
are mentioned in Table I for hold time and setup time calculation.
As shown in Table I, the maximum pessimism/optimism of the
model is less than 10% of input slope in the evaluated range of
the slopes.
The model parameters are fitted by following the flow that is
discussed in Section IV. The main computational complexity of
the model is the four independent characterizations at specific
setup/hold-skews. To compare the effectiveness of the proposed
model with other methods, the number of required setup/holdtime pairs and the absolute pessimism/optimism is compared to
the state-of-the-art methods [2], [4], [8]. The accuracy of the
piecewise linear approximation used in these methods increases
as the number of points on the actual curve increases. The
computation efficiency of the proposed model compared to
the piecewise linear approximation is illustrated in Fig. 6 for
input slopes equal to 50ps (i.e. in the middle of the slope
range). As discussed in Section IV, in the model characterization
flow, 4 pairs of setup/hold-time on the interdependency curve
are identified in addition to the traditional independent setup
time and hold time. Other methods also require to have the
traditional setup time and hold time to find other points in the
setup/hold-time interdependency curve. Therefore, the additional
setup/hold-time pairs are considered as the computation overhead
of the methods to characterize setup/hold-time interdependency.
According to the results illustrated in Fig. 6, to achieve the same
accuracy as the proposed model, ten interdependent setup/holdtime pairs are required by the piecewise linear approximation.
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Fig. 6. The computation efficiency of the model compared to the linear
approximation.

Therefore, the proposed model is computationally 2.5 (= 10/4)
times more efficient than the piecewise linear approximation
based methods. Furthermore, with the same number of setuphold pairs (i.e. four pairs) the proposed model is 10X more
accurate compared to the piecewise linear approximation based
methods.
B. Optimism Reduction in STA
The static timing report contains the setup/hold-slacks with
corresponding flip-flops. The design tool performs optimization
based on the slack information in STA, trying to make all the
slacks positive to reach timing closure. The timing slacks at
different flip-flops of an ARM Cortex M0 after place and routing
are illustrated in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7, for most of the
flip-flops, both setup slack and hold slack are close to zero, i.e.
close to the dss and dhs pair corresponding to the minimum
capturing input pulse width. Considering the interdependency of
setup/hold-time is therefore important in the timing analysis. To
identify the critical flip-flops, the proposed model for setup/holdtime interdependency is characterized for each flip-flop considering input slopes to obtain the actual setup/hold-time. Then, the
realistic slacks are calculated. Note that the setup slacks are from
the slow corner while the hold slacks are from the fast corner.
Therefore, dst,L and τss are extracted at the slow corner with
considering the slopes in the slow corner timing report, while
dht,L and τhs are extracted at the fast corner with considering
the slopes in the fast corner timing report. 18 flip-flops are
optimistically reported to have no violation with the commercial
design tools, while negative slacks should be reported for them.
With the aid of the proposed model and the characterization flow,
the accuracy of the STA results is enhanced.
VI. C ONCLUSION
An analytical model for setup/hold-time interdependency is
proposed in this paper. The proposed model is based on circuit
level parameters for conventional master-slave flip-flops. The accuracy of the model is ∼10X higher than the existing piecewise
linear approximation based methods. A characterization flow is
introduced to find the parameters of the model efficiently. The
proposed model characterizes setup/hold-time interdependency
with ∼2.5X higher computation efficiency compared to the existing piecewise linear approximation based methods. Furthermore,
by employing the proposed model to include setup/hold-time
interdependency in STA, flip-flops which are reported to meet the
timing requirements in conventional design flow are identified to
have timing violations in an ARM microprocessor.

Fig. 7. Optimism reduction with the proposed model in the STA report. 18
over-optimistic flip-flops (labeled with asterisk) are identified with the proposed
model in an ARM Cortex M0 design.
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